Exam sites are highlighted in yellow on the map

- Arts Building
- Boilerhouse Auditorium
- Boilerhouse Seminar Room (007)
- Bourne Annexe (Yorkon) Room 290
- George Eliot
- Herringham A
- Herringham B
- Horton (HITT Lab)
- International Building
- Moore Annexe 34
- Munro Fox Lecture Theatre
- Munro Fox Seminar Room
- NOH Theatre
- Picture Gallery
- Queens Building
- Shilling PC Lab 006
- Sports Hall
- Wettons Annexe A
- Wettons Annexe B
- Wettons Terrace – 001
- Windsor Building
To reach Herringham A
Enter Founders as shown on route - go up the stairs directly in front of you - turn right into the SCR Corridor and then take the door just before the servery (not in use). Herringham A is located through the small lobby.

To reach Herringham B
Enter Founders as shown on route - go through into the Quad. Turn left at the statue in the middle towards the clock tower. Enter the building via the door in the archway to the right and go up the stairs. The entrance to Herringham B will be on the left at the top.